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Letter From The Editor
Hello Everyone,
The Regis Team is proud to present our last issue of the
year: The Art Edition. The goal of the Underground section
is to shine the spotlight unto the hidden gems at King’s.
Thank you all for the creative submissions and a big thank
you to our judges for choosing the winners of the Short
story and Photography competitions. Congratulations
to the winners! We encourage feedback on our website,
theregis.ca, Facebook, and Twitter.
Love & cheers,
Kajol Ratanjankar
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You wake up on a plane, in your assigned seat, a
magazine lying open in your lap. You turn to your new
husband, who smiles and tells you that you’ve managed
to sleep through the majority of the flight. You’re
surprised, as you rarely calm down enough on a plane
to so much as blink. Oh well, it was probably a good
thing that you’d been able to catch a few winks. There
was a busy day ahead. After all, what couple decides
to simply relax on vacation rather than go sight-seeing
through all hours of the day? On their honeymoon, no
less. You’re excited, and as your sleep fades further and
further away you start to get antsy to get off the plane.
You pull your phone out of your purse and check the
time; 3:17 am. It won’t be more than an hour or so before
you’re back on the ground. Thank the Lord, because you
can’t stand flying.
You peer past your partner and out the window,
despite not wanting to sit there when you boarded the
flight the night before. Looking out the window would
only ever give you the creeps; it’s the easiest way to
remind yourself that while you’re still in the air, it’s one
heck of a long way down. Its pitch dark outside, but
the ocean below shimmers and twinkles as each wave
laps up the moonlight that bounces to and fro. The
sun is not going to rise for several hours, but somehow
the darkness is more calming than you had originally
imagined. People used to say that you couldn’t be scared
of what you don’t know is there, but at the same time…
one can imagine some pretty scary stuff. You watch
peacefully as you seem to dance high above the water.
Slowly but smoothly you feel yourself gliding back and
forth beyond the wake, before realizing that you’re
merely shifting in your seat. It was a beautiful dream
you’d awoken from, but you feel as though you vaguely
remember what it had been about. You dreamt that your

sister had a baby girl. You always wanted a niece.
An elbow brushes past your shoulder and you jump
in your seat at you swivel towards the aisle. An old man
continues making his way up the aisle before turning
back and sending an apologetic nod your way. You
smile, despite that getting bumped irked you more than
you would like to admit. It seems that you can never
take a seat next to the aisle without at least one person
bumping into you. Most people were immediately
embarrassed and sympathetic about it, and that was
alright because you didn’t mind. This time though, the
problem wasn’t that you’d been bumped with an elbow,
purse or over-sized behind. It was that you had been
crouching at the edge of panic ever since you set foot
on the plane, and you didn’t need anything to rile you
up and push you closer towards having a breakdown.
Even the tiniest nudges can be responsible for massive
explosions.
A stewardess drives her cart towards you, stopping
at each row for a moment to top up drinks and offer
more bags of peanuts. The way she seems to be pushing
them, you wouldn’t take a bag even if she was paying
you. You turn back to the window as your husband
hails her down, asking for the exact same bag she’d been
attempting to push to people in several consecutive
rows. You smile expectantly, as that man can and will eat
anything you throw his way. You turn back towards the
aisle, but watch him rip open the bag out of the corner
of your eye. It was crazy, but somehow through some
unknown forces of human nature or women’s instinct
with every peanut he managed to drop in his lap you
loved him just a little bit more. He was a handsome
man, and you could make out the beginnings of tiny
wrinkles around his brows and eyes. It’s crazy to think
that you’ve known him for that long, but wrinkles or not
you can still clearly make out the face of the 17 year-old
boy that took you to your first scary movie and stole
your first kiss.
Your eyes continue to follow the stewardess as she
nears the back of the plane. She turns sideways to
narrowly avoid the man rushing towards the bathroom,
and catches her heel on the strap of a backpack laying
at someone’s feet. She stumbles forward, but manages
to catch herself on the arm of a chair before she hits the
cart head-on. Some man in a blue suit untangles her heel
from his seat and asks if she’s okay. She nods, and stands
up nervously to straighten her blouse. She moves to fix
her hair; with the amount of product she must have in
it the fall didn’t damage it in the slightest, but as she
pushes her bangs off to the side she is thrown into the
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row behind her. Thick, dark blood immediately begins
flowing from the gash on her head as the plane continues
to veer sharply down to the right. The bathroom doors
flies open and a sopping wet man collapses to the floor,
his dark grey shirt slowly transforming into a deathly
purple.
Your husband grabs your hand as the other passengers
start to scream. An elderly couple near the back of the
plane cling to each other as tightly as their arthritic hands
can manage, and the boy with the backpack between his
legs screams as his mother presses up against him. The
other stewardesses strap themselves in at the back of the
plane as oxygen masks burst out of the openings in the
ceiling. You feel the strap around the back of your head
but push it away as you turn towards the window. No
longer are you able to see the dark, shimmering waves
of the ocean. Instead, moonlit clouds pile on top of one
another as far as the eye can see. The plane is going
down, but you have yet to reach your destination.
From the other side of the plane someone yells that
there is smoke outside the window, but there’s not much
anyone can do now but pray. Again your husband
pulls the mask over your mouth and this time you let
him, taking his arms and hugging yourself as hard as
you can. Your eyes sting and pop as you feel yourself
nearly floating out of your seat. You’re thrown against
the armrest as the plane veers downwards once more,
screaming as you’re unable to free your hand. You
squeeze your eyes shut as tight as they can go, and think
back to how much you hate air transportation. Your
final thoughts are of I-Told-You-So as the voice of the
boy screams that you’re going to crash.
Its 3:25 am.
You wake up. On a plane. You blink wildly as you
adjust to the light and wipe your sweaty palms on your
thighs, knocking an open magazine onto the floor.
Immediately your eyes dart around the room; the same
faces you vaguely remember screaming in terror now
all sit calmly, asleep in their mother’s arms or deep in
a romance novel that you know you’ve already read.
You’re again startled by the voice that comes from
next to you, and that hand that places itself in your lap.
You’ve been sleeping most of the flight, your very aliveand-well husband informs you, and there’s less than an
hour until you’re back on the ground.
Well that’s weird, you think, because he said almost
the exact same thing to you in what must’ve been a
dream. You peer out the window, half expecting to see
clouds instead of the ocean that greets you. You ease
back slightly in your chair, merely nodding when you’re
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asked if everything is alright.
An elbow brushes past you barely hitting your
shoulder, but before you look into the aisle ahead
you already know who you’re going to see. The same
old man, brown khakis and Hawaiian shirt, gives you
the exact same nod you swore he gave to you not 10
minutes ago. You feel your hand start to shake, and you
slide it under your leg as you glance out the window
once more. No clouds in sight, just the waves crashing
below. You are perfectly alright. The plane is safe, the
other people are safe, and the stewardess making her
way down the aisle looks as happy as she did the last
time she handed out that bag of peanuts. As he fumbles
to grab hold of the peanuts in his lap, you’re asked a
second time if you’re feeling thirsty. You still aren’t. You
couldn’t care less about a glass of juice at the moment.
You already know that she’s going to drop it as soon as
she steps near the backpack.
She moves to the next aisle, the next, the next, before
her same heel caught on the same backpack and she
nearly fell into the sweeping arms of the same, concerned
man in the blue suit. You sit quietly, your nails digging
into the underside of your leg until you’re nearly ready
to scream. Your nostrils flare with each breath, but
when you feel arms wrap around your shoulders you
merely sink back into them and tighten your seatbelt.
No dream anyone has ever had is this coincidental.
You close your eyes and you feel your seatbelt dig into
your hips as you’re thrust towards the right. The smack
of the stewardess hitting the wall behind you sets the
stage for all the panicked screams of the others as the
bathroom door bursts open. You open your eyes again,
forcing yourself to stare blankly around the room, oxygen
masks falling from above. This can’t be happening, it’s
just a dream. This can’t really be happening.
You feel a mask pull over your head as you look
past your husband’s frightened eyes. He squeezes your
hand and you squeeze back, bracing yourself against
him just to get a glimpse out the window. It’s still pitch
dark outside, and one again clouds are the only thing
in the sky. Of all the bad dreams you’ve ever had, this
is undoubtedly the worst. From somewhere outside of
the panic a little boy warns you all of the approaching
disaster.
It’s 3:25 am. You wake up screaming. On a plane. An
open magazine slides off your lap and crumples onto
the floor.
Some versions of Hell are filled with fiery demons,
or mistakes you’ll never forget. Nothing compares,
however, to another much more mundane: Repetition.

RUNNER-UP: Jenna Brianne Rankin
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An Excerpt*By Patrick Case 2nd Place

“Every moment of every day He’s waiting, Talene,”
Clavis said.
“Waiting for what?” and who was she talking about? I
didn’t speak, not wanting to break the silence more than
I already had.
“The Instant, the Devil’s Instant; the moment the
world goes away. Your world, anyway.” Clavis paused
and though the kettle boiled near in our kitchen, her
gaze was intent on me. “We live our lives to moral perfection, and yet it takes but a single moment for us to
give in to Him. He’s waited for all of time, so the Devil’s
Instant becomes our eternity.”
“So?” The naive word slipped from my mouth, but
Clavis seemed to understand my confusion. Still, it was
probably years until I did understand what she meant.
Intellectually, at least.
“It always matters. That’s why we always have to be
ready, Talene.”
***
That is probably one of my earliest memories. That’s
the kind of thing that comes back to me now that I’m
ripe and old at twenty-six. Now, too, I know it is more
than advice from an older sister, and somehow when
I found out it made that moral doctrine harder to follow. Like it was less sincere to have her repeat something verbatim, out of duty, rather than because she believed she’d learned something important her little sister
should know. Back then, I can’t even remember what
I’d been about to do wrong, but she’d stopped me, and
so I wilted before her when I heard those oft repeated
words for the first time; the Devil’s Instant. Not that it
has much effect on my life now, of course.
I look up and down the muddy road before crossing. No nobles on horses. No silhouettes in any of the
shadows that seem to devour the roadway, in the crook
of buildings and within the reach of stunted trees—and
maybe even one dark outline where it shouldn’t be. I
don’t focus on them. I risk no Instants with complete
control. With nothing in sight I’m able to saunter across
the road and into the back alley where I tap on a door
just right—three soft raps of my knuckles and a hard
bump of my fist on the wood—so I can enter the den.
“About time, Talene,” Lucine calls from across the

room as soon as I enter. The den is well lit, giving full
sight of the familiar bar and large round table, already
set for the game, with barely enough room for me to
squeeze a last chair in.
“I know, I know, but you can’t rush perfection,” I say
with a smile for the lot.
“Didn’t know you’d changed your name to Perfection, Talene.” Everyone around the table laughs at me.
“I’d change it back. Don’t you know it’s the Devil’s words
you’re speaking when you lie?”
I laugh along with them, this time. Moments like
these are the only times such moralizing sayings are
spoken here—jokingly. I can’t remember the first time
I’d heard that particular saying. I should be able to, because I can remember what I did, but not when or why.
***
“Was that the truth?” Clavis asked me.
I was speechless. I didn’t even know what the
word meant; truth.
“Did you lie?” Clavis asked again, her voice hard. I
didn’t know how to respond. I think I cried, out of confusion more than anything as she bore over me with
that intense look. She saw that I didn’t understand and
realized her error, anyway.
“Oh no, I’m sorry Talene.” And she was. She never
lied, even if she was harsh. Her arms were around me
as she tried to explain the difficult connections between
what is and what isn’t with the words “truth” and “lie.”
“So when you say you’re sick, and you’re not, you’re
speaking the Devil’s words. Do you understand?” She
let go of me so I could look into her earnest eyes.
I nodded. I understood. Next time I was sure she’d
think it was the truth.
I don’t know why (maybe it was how she’d explained it)
but it always seemed to me that as long as everyone else
thought it was the truth, was it even really a lie? What I’d
said certainly never did any harm. Not then, not that I
can remember. There were so many things I’d done then
that would have made her cry, but she never knew. So
she was happy. That was the best way for things to be, so
we could both live happy.
She didn’t get that I didn’t have a choice when those
were the stakes.

*Full Story can be found on theregis.ca under “Creative” section.
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2nd RUNNER-UP: Jacob Mycio
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Autumn’s Beauty BY
HOLLY Kenny
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Goodbyes &
Movement Two
Between the bars,
The notes for which they are noted
Are not noted for being musical notes,
Because bars couldn’t measure the weight
Of the words on my world.
Letters that made up pretend words
to perfect the playing
Are on the line or in the space
That made all the difference.
Connected by ribbons that tied
The black and white circles together,
With the unintentional allusion to harmony.
The lines, the strikes, the underlining strokes
That dance into an illusion
Pull me outside of myself and into a lull,
In what became
my second meeting with infinity.
Movement One
Like anything that had meaning,
It couldn’t be explained.
Not in the way it moved from
One line to the next,
Or the words that fit like pretty puzzles pieces
Spilling in strung syllables into my hands.
It was inexplicable to me,
The melody that measured merely minutes,
But changed me in a moment.
And with each crescendo,
I fell to my knees in awe of the sound.
Accidentally, I found myself
Drowning in sound
Instead of my thoughts.
I floated on words,
And glistened in their sharp selection.
In those seconds,
Time had never felt so slow to move
In what became
my first experience of infinity.
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Lullabies

Movement Three
The brass was pressed by the
Practiced player’s potential for disaster.
It endured finger-taps and hand-holding
In a time when it heard cruel connotation from the
Frustration that failure brought.
It took all the curses and held onto them
in the engraving that wasn’t always there.
The rust that sat in the bottom
Had seen shouts and silence,
But took it all with grace.
And the pearls that positioned fingers
To be to placed in their space
Were all but falling off.
They were bright under the temptation
To move faster,
And bounced in shots and sped-up times.
Though I had left my mark on it,
It left a mark on me too,
In what became my finale with infinity.
Or so I thought.
Poetry by Danielle Rivest

Movement Four
After the goodbye of the old scratched brass,
The lullaby was different.
It became longer, and deeper than
The remnants of what the tuner could find.
It became louder, and softer, and filled
With tickles of strings and flicks of wood-wielding wrists.
Melodies fell into an anthology of anthems
That felt every fall
And cried every tear
And screamed each curse
I couldn’t say aloud.
Soon, silence became too loud,
And hymn’s only interruption coming from
Old worn vinyl scratches that fought against
The echoes of quiet nothingness.
Like anything that had meaning,
The memories that hid in minutes,
And the moments I lived in now
Stayed safe and sound
With bands of thieves and preachers about love,
Forever a friend of infinity.
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Heart Lake BY HOLLY kenny
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Poems By
Ryan Robinson
Black Coffee
Sometimes, a part of my Jamaican history
slinks its way into my coffee a chunk of brown sugar unstirred
tasting of blood-rusting bones
from plantations where my ancestors lay.

Paris XIII
I was under veil, but not a bride
romanced to live by Eiffel site
yet Paris burns not on my side
and each and each, like I, who tried
to fit like fools hooked in to write:
I was under veil, but not a bride
“But show your face. Don’t hide. Don’t hide,”
is what they’ll say’s my woman’s right
yet Paris burns not on my side
because my faith is more than pride
Salaam, I pray, much like that night
I was under veil, but not a bride
and heard the waves of bombs outside
white feet and mine in flight, not fight
yet Paris burns not on my side
because I’m browned for them to chide
despite being born red, blue, and white
I was under veil, but not a bride
still Paris burns not on my side

via theloop.com
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Spoken
Word
You will find me,
in the frayed stitches of the sheets you refuse to
wash
since the last time I was between them
since you told me that
you loved me there
You will find me,
in the war torn remnants of the letters I wrote for
you,
that have found homes among day old pizza
and condom wrappers
on hardwood floors
You will find me,
in full body shivers that shake you even now I’m
gone,
ones you got when I
whispered your name.
You will find me in a lot of places.
All you have to do is look hard enough.
17

Megan
Morris

Grandmother Tsering
Dolma GYoltang
by Holly Kenny
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NOW
By Sharon Vogel

The moon is murky with indecisive rain
As I stride down the streets of the twenty-first century
Jostled by a crowd of umbrellas.
This sea of cybermen is under the illusion
That we are standing at the end of some eternal measuring tape,
Balancing on the edge of a mind-numbing precipice
With the weight of time swinging
Like a wrecking-ball
Behind us.
But when I wander through circles of stone,
Half submerged in boggy turf,
Or gaze at the stars as I lie on the earth
Alone in the grounds of a time-worn castle,
Sensing the pulse of the beating surf,
I know that the present is a fantasy.
Charlemagne, Napoleon, Hatshepsut,
Must have felt the precipice,
Looming in front of them,
And yet their nows were allusive,
Flitting into yesterdays,
Pasts, stone tablets, and history curriculum
Like frittered cash.
Every step I take along this rain-spattered street
Is a changing now,
Sometimes attached to my right foot,
Sometimes to my left,
And behind me prances a trail of previous footprints
And ahead loom future strides,
And the ticking moments are twirling around me
Like manic dancers
Reminding me
That the twenty-first century
Is only a dust particle
Spinning in a vortex of eternity.
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King’s
Cultural
Fest

“The Fest is
a Cultural
Explosion”
- Rena
Mortimer
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“The best time we can
proudly present our
traditions to others
is at cultre fest”
-Indiawalle
15

Good for the Body,
As a young girl, whenever I
heard the word “dance,” I imagined
ballerinas teetering on pointed toes
in pink leotards, white tights, and
colourful tutu skirts. After all, the
picture that accompanies “dance” is
typically of a young woman wearing
pink slippers—at least, that’s how it
was as I was growing up. But if there
is one thing I have learned over the
years, it is that dance is not merely
about the girl in the tutu.
For most people, dancing is
not about the large stages, the
cheering crowds, and the eccentric
costumes—it is a way of feeling
and expressing. It is the way a
soccer player may celebrate a gamewinning goal; the way a student may
shake off the stress of a long exam;
or the way in which someone may
escape their sadness. While dance is
great for the body on a physical level,
it also provides an outlet, as well as a
form of discipline and development,
for the mind and soul.
Vidya Natarajan, professor and
academic counsellor at King’s
University College, has been
involved with dance since she was
seven-years-old. For Natarajan,
dance is a “profound form of selfexpression that is also recreating
cultural rituals of various kinds,
connecting the body to the earth,
and to nature.” Overall, other than
physical, there are several benefits
to an individual’s development:
It is a “centering practice” that
requires focus and discipline, while
establishing connections between
14 via unsplash.com

body and mind.
Natarajan currently leads East
Indian Classical dance (bharata
natyam) classes at a new dance
studio called The Müze, located in
downtown London, Ontario, which
Natarajan describes as “a cool and
funky hub for all kinds of physical
movement.” Through her teachings
of East Indian dance, Natarajan
is able to stay connected to her
home country as well as its culture.
Also, while establishing a closer
connection to her Indian culture,
dance has extended itself into
Natarajan’s writing, which has tied
together her interest in both dance
and history.
While dance may be a great
way to express one’s culture and/
or religion, it is also a great way to
connect with new people. Halle
Manangan, a fourth-year student at
King’s College University, currently
holds an executive position as a
teacher on the UWO Dance Force
team. Dance Force runs September
through to March, having weekly
practices every Sunday at a local
dance studio called Dance Steps.
Halle has been dancing since
she was four-years-old, dancing
everything from hula to jazz, lyrical,
and ballet. “I can express myself in
a way that comes naturally to me,”
Halle says, finding it hard to explain
in totality why she loves dance. “I
don’t have to think very hard about
what I’m doing. It’s definitely an
outlet to relieve all my stresses and
anything that has been bothering

Great for the Soul
me. It’s brought everything to my
life. It has brought me so many
opportunities, and has taught me
poise and confidence.”
To Halle, dance “keeps you
physically active and helps release
your creative imagination using
your body.” It also encourages
people to connect with others and
develop interpersonal skills, while
providing an outlet from daily
stresses and anxieties. Dance allows
a person to let go and experience the
world through physical movement
and expression, something that
is natural and instinctual for all
human beings.
Every day people struggle from
their body image, family issues,
school, work, or friendships. As
a result of these struggles, many
people can be prone to mental
illnesses such as depression, anxiety,
and eating disorders. While doctors
prescribe medications and refer us
to counsellors, they also suggest
something else: physical activity.
Personally, when I first began to
struggle with a mental illness, the
first thing my doctor suggested to
relieve stress was physical activity.
So I joined a gym, went for the
occasional run, and did Pilates in
my basement. After a year, there was
improvement in my mood; however,
I still lacked confidence in myself,
and never tried to make new friends
and connections. That is when I
made a very important decision: To
join the UWO Dance Force.
Since I have joined Dance Force,

I have made many new friends, have
learned to trust my body to know
what to do, and I have become more
confident in my own skin. Although
I am not the best dancer, when I do
dance, I feel amazing. Not only has
my attitude improved overall, I now
have something to look forward
to every week. The best part about
Dance Force is that everyone is at
their own level—some have never
danced in their lives, and some have
been dancing since they could walk.
Not to mention, there are male
and female dancers of all shapes
and sizes, all talented in their own
unique way, bringing something
different to every choreography.
Even if organized dance is not
your thing, it is obvious that dancing
is not only good for our bodies,
but it is also great for our souls as
human beings. It is a strong form
of expression that consumes and
heals us in ways that medications,
counselling, and therapies cannot.
So, take the time to dance off the
stress in your bedroom, or join your
friends on a night out at the club;
allow the spirit of dance to take away
the anxieties of the moment, and fill
you with the everlasting strength,
beauty, and confidence that you may
not realize you possess.
As Martha Graham, one of the
greatest artists in the 20th century,
once said, “Nobody cares if you can’t
dance well. Just get up and dance.
Great dancers are great because of
their passion.”
By Victoria Scott
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The 25th Annual
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“Its takes a certain type of person to make
a career in it. Its not for the weak of heart.”
- King’s Players

Putnam Spelling Bee
11

“Right Before we go on Sam and I give
each other the Bedroom eyes. You know to
get into chracter? It’s all in good fun”
- Matthew Butler
(Dan Dad and Olive’s Dad)
10
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Not

Everyone
Is An

Artist?

via packmeone.com
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“I want to be a singer,” says a
child and adults are delighted. But
when that child grows up to be a
young adult and says, “I want to
be a singer” the common response
he gets is “Singing is a hobby, not
a career. Choose something else.”
The very same adults that kills their
child’s dream endorse in celebrity
fandoms like Michael Jackson and
Beyoncé. Ironic, isn’t it?
Art envelopes and infiltrates
everyone’s daily life in some way:
some listen to music, or dance at
a nightclub, paint graffiti on walls,
doodle in notebooks, and others visit
art galleries, watch movies or plays,
join the drama club, or sing karaoke.
When a mother cooks her children’s
favorite meal she is involved in an
artistic process. When youngsters
go shopping for an outfit they are
involved in an artistic <?>process. If
we spend every day so connected to
Art then why the stigma in society?
Let us compare, the East’s and the
West’s view on art in contemporary
times. Here in the West, artists are
cultivated, trained and worshiped.
This <?>positive attitude did not
always exit but respect for art, if
not the artist, was evident. The
situation was similar in Eastern
ancient civilizations, like India,
China, the Middle East, and Africa.
Archeological finds of ruins, pottery,
cloth, books and scripts are proof
there was need and appreciation of
various arts. However, as capitalist
society came into being there seems
to be less importance given to the
arts and more to money.
Growing up in the West, the
attitude towards arts as a career
has changed greatly. Just as any
other professional field, artists must
receive their education and aim
to be the best in their department.
The gap between art and career is
lessening, but the stigma attached to

pursuing a career in the arts still has
capitalist mindset to blame.
The West influences the East
greatly through media and the
change in attitude towards the artist
is visible in the East but in today’s
time there is a waging conflict
between art and the artist. The
western ideology of “developing”
“developed” and “underdeveloped”
countries makes the scope of art
narrow eastern countries like
India. India has a great history
of arts whether it is architecture,
drama, dance etc. but with this
“westernized competion” all these
artistic inclinations get sabotaged.
In Eastern cultures, movies,
singers, and actors make up a large
percentage of the upper class; their
fandoms are vast and art popular.
Yet, if a child tells their parents that
they want to be a ‘Star’ the work is
labeled non-lucrative, very difficult,
and because of western ideology, life
of an artisy has been made unstable,
difficult and a struggle. Hence,
many grow up to say things like,
“Music is my life. I love singing, but
I’m realistic. I have to earn a stable
living.” Again, why the stigma?
Of course that is a heavy question
to tackle so let us ponder a simpler
one: what is Art? Tolstoy would
say “In order correctly to define
art, it is necessary, first of all, to
cease to consider it as a means to
pleasure and to consider it as one
of the conditions of human life.”
Communication by expressing
feelings to others is key in art for
Tolstoy. The exchange of feelings
is an everyday human condition,
and the artist helps to facilitate this
everyday communication through
their art. So once again why is there
a stigma attached to Artists? Why is
it the artist vs all other professions?
Why art is a waste of time and
money, and other professions are

lucrative?
countries because of the stress of
Let us look at one of mankind’s economic competition from West.
oldest educators Plato. In his text
Republic, Plato argues that art is a
By Kajol Ratanjankar
three times removed imitation of the
and Harshita Sandhu
original reality or truth. He gives the
example of a bed. God(s) created the
idea of a bed which is the original
reality, and then plants the idea in
a carpenter’s head for him to make
(that is the imitation). Lastly, an
artist will paint it or write about the
bed and the “artist’s bed” is the third
imitation. In short, art is unoriginal
and the artist is unworthy because
they lie. Plato further argues that art
evokes useless or lower emotions of
fear, pity, jealousy and anger, and for
a human to be efficient in life these
emotions must be controlled.
Plato’s philosophy, not just
regarding art, has been embedded in
Judea-Christian religions. Western
and Eastern societies have gained
much from ancient religious rule
and these “traditions” have become
a part of their respective cultures.
Art just happens to be one of those
topics that was dragged into modern
philosophy.
Over several hundred years many
critics and artists such as Aristotle,
Horace, Sir Phillip Sydney, Percy
B. Shelley, Coleridge, Alexander
Pope, Tolstoy and more have been
arguing for the importance of art
and artists in society and counter
the stigma attached to the life of an
artist. Now in contemporary times
the difference is notable here in the
West but the East is still stuck in a
hypocritical cycle.
Even though art is encouraged
in the West, it still has many
barriers and there is still that idea
of instability. but simultaneously
there are opportunities for artists
to be appreciated and earn a living
with less stigma attached. This
change will come slowly in eastern
via pinterest.com
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KUCSC Coffee House
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Listen to artists that you like, listen to artist
that you don’t like. Make notes and be specifIc.
Then you will be able to set a foundation”
- Bryan Connell.
6

“It
started
in a
laundry
room”
- Sam
Boer

t

5

“Playing guitar
allows me express
myself in abstract
terms while
embracing my
introverted nature”
–Tristan
Krawczuk,
Millennials

4
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The Sound
Of Music
Correct me if I’m wrong but the
popular music scene in the past
couple of years is just so dry. Hits
like Pillowtalk and Hotline Bling,
and their likes are catchy, but if you
listen closely they do not have much
substance. “Work, work, work,
work, work”; that is the first line
of Rihanna’s new single featuring
Drake. Even my laptop tells me
that this is too much repetition for
one line. The song shuffles between
so many “dirts” and “work” that at
the end of the day it’s nothing more
than a really annoying song that gets
stuck in your head solely because of
its repetitions.
Is that what music making has
come to? Up until the last 10 years
people could relate their lives to
the music and lyrics of songs which
is what categorized hits songs as
popular. Now, it’s become a mess of
weird sounds, repetitive lyrics and
the same re-done beats.
The beats. My skills with computer
software are not much but my skills
as a musician I am confident in. I am
certain that there is a software that
can strip a particular song down to
its naked beats for non-musical ears,
and it’s when you do that you realise
that most, if not all, songs have
the same base beats and notes: in
particular the predictable and overly
hyped up “drops”.
Originality seems to be a thing of
the past. It is so far gone now, that
audiences, including myself have
forgotten what original music really
is. While it is commendable that
2

our music is reflective of our ‘justfiguring-life-out-as-we-go’ young
generation, is that really what we are
all about? Judging by the popular
themes of songs these days, all
young people want to do is drugs,
“chill”, have sex, get drunk and
throw up outside clubs. Between
you and me? I think we can all agree
that as people we can be defined
much more than just our material
pleasures.
As I write this article (and do
anything else on a daily basis) I have
music playing in the background.
My 8-tracks playlist shuffle plays
Breakaway. “I spread my wings and
I learn how to fly, I’ll do anything till
I touch the sky….. I’ll make a change
and breakaway.” We all know this
Kelly Clarkson hit from the summer
of 2006. We sang our lungs out to
this and danced around our rooms
to it. The lyrics and music of this
songs is why I refuse to believe that
all young people nowadays want
to do is ‘Netflix and chill’. I refuse
to believe that we are incapable of
depth. Need more proof? Where is
the Love by Black Eyed Peas. Look
me in the eye and tell me that none
of you like that song; Tell me you
don’t agree with the message of the
song.
For some inspiration to write this
article I stared looking for a good
playlist. I didn’t even have to go to the
golden era of ABBA, Eric Clapton,
or the Eagles. I just randomly chose
a 2006 pop playlist. When I heard
Where’d you go? by Ford Minor that I

S
via tumblr.com

realised that it really wasn’t that long
ago when music was more real and
meaningful that what it is now. I do
not mean to bash new music but put
on a playlist from the early years of
this millennium, or before, and tell
me you don’t miss that sound. Just
that sound! Maybe it’s the nostalgia
that sweeps through me, but that
sound was pure.
Singers and bands like Ed Sheeran,
Bruno Mars, Adele, John Legend,
Sia, Coldplay, Muse, Beyoncé and
Justin Beiber (The boy really outdid
himself okay!) give me hope that
not all is lost. Love Me Harder just
doesn’t have the same ring as I Want
It That Way.
It’s sad when an artist who blew
our brains with her music when she
came out with the dance anthem
Please Don’t Stop the Music, comes
out with a song like Work and blows
my brains out again but not in a good
way. So while we are the generation
grinding to Hotline Bling we are also
the generation that go crazy when
we hear the words “Time has been
what you want me to be...”
I hope the industry realises that
the quality of music has reduced in
recent years; and come to terms with
the fact that we are not all horny
bunch of youngsters looking to have
a good time. That’s just one side of
us. The fact that we all unanimously
jam out to All About That Bass,
complete with the dance moves, is
testament to that.
By Aishwariya Menon

Science and Art Pack
A double punch
Who says art and science make
a bad couple? The practice of art
therapy is a unique psychotherapy
designed to use art as a means to
analyze a person’s mental state,
or help persons conquer trauma,
mental illness, physical illnesses,
anxiety, stress and other medical
issues by releasing their emotions
into forms of art. I’m sure many
people have heard of Art therapy
or practiced it on yourself without
realizing.
Those adult coloring books
we see a lot in bookstores? That
is an example of self-art therapy.
Depressed or agitated because of
excess workload in university?
Writing a story, poem, or painting
to relieve your stress is art therapy!
Taking an art class in middle school
as an extracurricular activity can be
art therapy.
William Wordsworth describes a
method to dispense the feelings he
recollected in tranquil recollection
of an encounter with nature, into
poetry. Aristotle speaks of catharsis
as a purging of emotions after
watching tragedies and making one
feel emotionally less burdened. Art
therapy combines these aspects of
art evoking emotions with scientific
results.
Of course, the examples given
above are general but Art therapy
has now developed from the 1940’s
to be a scientific field with national
associations in several countries. To
be an art therapist, according to the
Canadian Art Therapy Association
(CATA) you need to have a degree,
masters or PHD in art studies,
psychology or psychiatry. Then

depending on your qualifications
and employer the minimum wage
will be equivalent to or more than
a counselor’s pay. This isn’t some
hippie magic but actual science! Or
art; or both!
Art therapy as a science is less
than a century old. Sigmund Freud’s
essays on the unconscious mind and
what it can reveal about a person’s
personality are strong influences
on the generation of medical
professionals and art instructor’s that
developed Art therapy in English
speaking countries from the 40’s to
the 60’s. Here in Canada in the 1940’s
there were four individuals, Dr
Martin Fischer in Toronto, Selwyn
and Irene Dewdney in London, and
Marie Revai in Montreal, who began
by offering art to psychiatric patients
in hospitals in their respective cities.
What they discovered was that the
art produced corresponded with the
mental state their patients were in.
They also noticed improvement in
their patients’ moods after making
art.
Hence, many others around
the world discovered that Freud’s
theory could be applied to the
treatment of mental health with art
as the medium of communication
between the doctor and the patient’s
unconscious mind. Dark colors,
gloomy or blank back grounds, and
unnatural images in a person’s art
reveal a depressed and unmotivated
mindset whilst brighter colors and
more defined imagery project a
positive mindset. The Dewdney’s are
celebrated as art therapist “pioneers”
in South Western Ontario for their
theories on how art is a healing

medium for psychiatric patients in
London. The couple really are prized
in the London community.
Selwyn and Irene Dewdney were
particularly interested in giving their
clients at Westminster Veteran’s
Hospital and the London Psychiatric
hospital in London, structured art
therapy. “The intention was to help
the patients stand back from the
expression and see themselves as
separate”, according to Lois Woolf. In
fact the Dewdney’s’ early hypothesis,
research essays and journals on art
therapy can be found in the Walden
library archives here at Western
University. Students, professors and
other professionals can request to
see these papers for research in the
special archive viewing room.
Now why have we delved into the
history of art therapy? As university
students how is art therapy
beneficial to us? Well we have found
out that art therapy can help relieve
mental stress, trauma or depression
by projecting those worry filled
thoughts into something productive.
It is near the end of the year now
and final projects and exams are
right ahead of us. Many students
suffer from mental taxation during
this period, so why not generate
that stress into something beautiful?
Simple weekly artistic activities or
goals can help you maintain sanity
during the school year; and perhaps
even prevent severe mental health
issues in the prolonged term of your
time at university. Art is power my
friends.
Believe in it and believe in
yourself!
By Kajol Ratanjankar
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Letter From The Editor
Hello Everyone,
The Regis Team is proud to present our last
issue of the year: The Art Edition. The Arts and
the Artists are an important aspect of our King’s
community and this year’s events celebrating both
can be recapped in the Contemporary section.
The Contemporary section also presents articles
that are windows into the Art World today. We
encourage feedback on our website, theregis.ca,
Facebook, and Twitter.
Love & cheers,
Kajol Ratanjankar
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